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WHAT IS FITCITY:SA?
 FITCITY:SA is inherently a creative endeavor because 
it applies design-oriented thinking to social, anthropological, 
and public problems facing many American cities today. The 
result is a holistic proposal based on research, analysis, and the 
iterative nature of design. To classify an assemblage of this input 
and output as a purely artistic endeavor would be imprecise. The 
problems it aims to address are social ones, and the process by 
which we went about this was methodical. Therefore FITCITY 
falls most precisely under the umbrella of social sciences. 

 FITCITY:SA is:
• An architectural design project completed in a UT School 
of Architecture Intermediate Design studio under the tutelage of 
Professor Simon Atkinson.

•  An individual project with collaborative origins between 
UTSOA peers.

• A model for new Texas neighborhoods designed for 
health and wellness, and in support of local students and 
artists.

• Rooted in research from the fields of urban planning, public 
health, and architectural livability.  

• A proposal for urban growth in a new San Antonio Arts 
District, designed with input from acting client, the 
Southwest School of Art.

• A final product reviewed by professionals in the field 
familiar with San Antonio, Lake| Flato Architects and Overland 
Partners.

WHAT IS LIVABILITY?
 The question posed by this studio was deceptively 
simple: How do we design the city of the future? And 
what does that city look like? This project brief is the result 
of an entire semester spent unpacking these queries in regard 
to master planning, arts and culture, diversity in 
housing, and the history of similar urban renewal projects. 

 The theoretical client for this studio project was 
twofold: the Southwest School of Art and the city of San 
Antonio, Texas. The Southwest School of Art, or SSA, is a 
rising player in the Southwest art scene that recently added a 
Masters of Fine Arts degree. The SSA’s wish list included new 
student housing for graduates and undergraduates, and a 
supportive environment for arts/artists in the city, embodied by 
a discernible Arts District in downtown San Antonio. The 
project goals for the second client, the citizens of San Antonio at 
large, are more nebulous. After facilitating extensive research 
and analysis by a team of myself and two peers, we established 
the following project goals on the scale of the city:

 • A new Arts District activated by mixed-use programs that attract 
foot traffic and generate revenue for businesses.

• New middle-income housing options for students, young 
professionals and families looking for alternatives to the classic 
suburban housing model. (This category is referred in the field of 
architecture as “missing middle housing.”)

• Transform major transit corridors into pedestrian and 
bike-friendly streets that will act as expanding vectors for future 
downtown growth.

• An economic model for local businesses and institutions to 
act as shareholders investing in urban renewal.

• A variety of housing models that address social issues 
in their context, in this case homelessness, the evolving 
relationship between living and working, and child 
obesity in Texas. 

CITY

DISTRICT

BUILDING

In this project brief, you will see a gradual narrowing of scope from 
the scale of the city, to the district, to the building. Each change 
in scale addresses the goals listed here in different ways. Furthermore, 
morphological moves that further one goal may also further the others. 
For example, pedestrian and bike-friendly streets increase consumer 
contact for local businesses as well as increase the likelihood of 
residents to walk/bike in their daily routine, a healthful alternative to 
our pervasive car culture. At each scale of the brief, any architectural 
jargon will be explained in accessible terms, to help place the project 
in its everyday setting. The intent of this brief is to illustrate the 
project’s pursuit of the above goals at the scales of city, district, and 
building.
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photo of model - shows proposed development at the city scale process sketches showing vectors of growth

Arts + Culture buildings in area relative building heights in area all parking garages and lots in area

all highway underpasses in need of art installation ten minute walking radius from major intersections in area all possible influencers for new Arts District

San Antonio Museum of Art

Public Library

Current SSA campus

Current SSA building

Tobin Center for the 
Performing Arts

CITY ANALYSIS 

THE SCALE 
OF THE CITY
Our city-wide strategy was the 
result of extensive research 
of precedent studies, urban 
theory, and specific context 
clues from San Antonio itself. 
We critiqued urban renewal 
proposals by Lake | Flato 
Architects and Overland 
Partners, two San Antonio 
firms familiar with attempts to 
revitalize the downtown area, 
and made our own schema 
for a growing downtown 
San Antonio. We identified 
important corridors to generate 
foot traffic and bikability, and 
sought to break the barrier 
of the I-35 and I-37 highways 
through activating underpasses 
with art installation. Our 
approach to beautify the city 
was multifaceted and scalable, 
with key ideas that we kept 
as continuing threads as we 
narrowed in scope. 
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THE SCALE OF 
THE DISTRICT
 
At the scale of the district, we 
focused on the development of a 
new Arts District with the SSA at its 
heart. With a variety of mixed-use 
programs, we envisioned the new 
area as a magnet for work-force 
locals during the lunchtime and after 
work hours. We aslo establshed a 
theoretical boundary of Arts District, 
which we called the hearth line, as 
the edge of the heart of the renewal 
effort. 
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Phase	One	
•  SSA	buildings	

•  Supporting	programs	
		

Phase	Two	
•  High-rise	residential	
•  Supporting	programs	

		

Phase	Three	
•  Studio	lofts	

•  Supporting	programs	
		

Phase	Four	
•  Gallery	

•  Residential	
•  Supporting	programs	

		

Phase	5-?	
•  Extend	to	SAMA	

		

PROPOSED PHASING
 

After analysis of the surrounding area, we developed a strategy for constructa-
bility to minimize disruption of the day-to-day workings of the current district 
inhabitants. These four construction phases are grouped to lessen the impact of 
construction on road closures and prioritize new buildings specifically related to 
the SSA, like student housing and new campus buildings.

Exploded axonometric drawing showing phasing. Legend showing building type by color.Phases 1-4 shown as colored plans coded to same legend as opposite. Possible Phase 5 for future growth.



Culinary	Institute	of	America	
•  Tax	incentive	for	restaurants	hiring	ICA	students	for	residency	

•  Lower-priced/coffee	bar	added	to	Club	Giraud	

UTSA	Downtown	Campus	
•  Relocate	existing	SSA	admin	to	new	building	in	existing	SSA	lot	
•  Provide	UTSA	specific	studios	in	old	admin	building	
•  New	bus	route	for	connection,	future	student	housing		

PACE	Artspace	
•  Relocate	into	hearth	line	
•  Gains	new	relationship	with	SSA	
•  Student	internships	for	gallery	management		

Fox	Tech	High	School	
•  Discounted	art	courses	for	electives	
•  Dual-credit	studios	offered	for	future	baccalaureate	students			

Baptist	Hospital	
•  Funds	new	Healing	Garden	
•  New	retail,	nightlife	and	restaurants	attracts	hospital	workforce	

during	lunch	break	and	after	work	

San	Antonio	College	
•  Arts	courses	available	at	SSA,	increases	student	population	
•  Proposed	new	bus	route	for	connection	
•  Future	student	housing	proposed	along	bus	route	

Briscoe	Collection	
•  Advertising	and	exhibits	space	in	new	SSA	galleries	

•  Student	internships	for	art	restoration/management		

Shareholder	Reciprocity	
•  New	space	inside	hearth	line	
•  New	supporting	programs	
•  Tax	incentive	
•  Future	employment	source	

Tobin	Center	for	the	Performing	Arts	
•  New	short-term	housing	for	performers/patrons	
•  Melding	of	product-arts	with	performing	arts	
•  Student	internships	for	set/lighting	design	

Briscoe	Collection	
•  Advertising	and	exhibits	space	in	new	SSA	galleries	

•  Student	internships	for	art	restoration/management		

News	4	WOAI	Broadcasting	
•  New	gallery	added	to	existing	parking	garage	

•  Some	office	space	converted	to	high-profit	residential	
•  Student	internships	for	graphic	design/print	work	

San	Antonio	Museum	of	Art	
•  Arts	district	will	eventually	spread	to	SAMA	

•  New	exhibit	space	can	be	held	in	new	SSA	galleries	
•  Student	internships	for	art	restoration/management		

San Antonio College 

Baptist Hospital

Fox Tech High School

PACE Art Gallery

UTSA Downtown Campus

Culinary Institute of America

San Antonio Museum of Art

News 4 WOAI Broadcasting

Tobin Center for the Performing Arts

Briscoe Art Collection

This map shows nearby business and institutions that could act as possible investors 
in the new Arts District. These investors would fund the new development within the 
hearth line in exchange for future benefits from the new center of growth. We call these, 
“shareholders,” and have extended the new bus routes seen on the last page to connect 
the shareholders with the hearth line. 

On this page we see possible benefits the shareholders would recieve in exchange for 
investing seed money in the Arts District to fund construction. Then we identify each 
proposed investor with specific bullet points describing their mutualistic relationship 
with the Southwest School of Art camus and Arts District at large.

PROPOSED SHAREHOLDERS
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PROPOSED BUS ROUTES
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district plan with sector strategy district plan with improved bike/pedestrain streets district plan with centralized parking garage and walking distances

5 min walking radius 10 min walking radius 15 min walking radius
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THE SCALE OF 
THE BUILDING
 
FITCITY:SA is a healthy housing 
model designed to combat 
childhood obesity trends in Texas. 
Through walkable, bikable streets, 
emphasis on grand staircases and 
permeable blocks with centralized 
parking, FITCITY:SA encourages 
its residents to live actively while 
exercising passively. 
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transect a - plan reference transect b - plan reference building callout - plan reference Single building

Each block is a machine for healthy living, 
working and eating. The Main St façade is 
characterized by open air gardening decks with 
bris solei screens to protect from the summer 
western sun and animate the interior units with 
dappled daylight. Along the Soledad side and on 
the first floor, the housing block holds retail, café 
and culinary spaces for revenue generation. 

Lastly, inside each FITCITY courtyard is a 
sculptural element where statistical analysis 
of residents’ health and wellness activities can 
be celebrated by the neighborhood at large. This 
information is entirely voluntary and fed to the 
collaborative data system through the FITCITY:SA 
smartphone app, where residents can earn public 
transit points and free coffee by recording their 
biking, walking or class sponsored exercise.



floor plans 1-6

section through corner units

perspective view of massing with shadows

section through living corner unit and commercial corner unitsection through typical unit and restaurant area

TECHNICAL DRAWINGS 
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primary structure

secondary structure

lateral systems

tertiary structure
(non-load bearing)

curtain wall 
mullions

shear walls
(structural CMU on metal 
stud, brick cladding, 14” 

total width)

tensile steel columns
(6in x 6in square hollow steel 
plate column: HSS6, 150mm)

compressive concrete columns
(18in diameter site-cast concrete)

load-bearing interior walls, also 
acting as shear walls

(timber framing, gypsum finish)

floor plates acting as diaphragms
(polished concrete on steel decking)

load bearing exterior walls
(structural CMU on metal stud, 

brick cladding, 14” total wall width)

roof system
slope 2”/12”

aluminum sheeting on 
steel decking

exploded axonometricSTRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 

In this case, the structural analysis is applied only the six-story 
volume of residential units that runs along Main St. The diagram 
to the right shows applied loads to the building and the mea-
sures taken to combat structural failure.

Some applied loads are better depicted in section. The wind load 
shown to the right in green is both a lateral and an uplifting force, 
and thus has to be combatted in two ways. The first is through 
shear walls, shown in purple, which run parallel to the wind load 
to provide lateral stability. the second is through tensile columns, 
shown in red, which will hold the roof and floor plates together 
as wind acts upwards against them. 

In the exploded axonometric drawing, you can get an 
idea of how the building would be constructed. The 
primary, secondary and tertiary structural systems 
act in harmony to keep the building strong against 
both compressive and tensile forces. 



In this section are examples of standard daylighting analysis.

Through building information modeling, or BIM, a designer can 
simulate daylight conditions for any time and day of the year. 
Here we see the analysis in two forms, in axonometric with sun 
paths, and as renderings of the building interior at different times 
of day. Both these tools are integral to esuring equity of daylight 
in building interiors, an especially important issue for residential 
projects.

The three examples shown here are three dates that typify the 
building’s relationship with the sun. These dates are the Fall/
Spring Equinox, and the Summer and Winter Solstices. These 
points serve as rules of thumb for the project’s sucessful use of 
daylight. For example, in Texas. late afternoon sun in summer 
months is to be combatted through shading techniques to keep 
the interior cool. The sun is higher in the sky in summer than in 
winter, so sun angles can be incorporated into a project to block 
harmful summer sun but allow winter light to brighten a space.

DAYLIGHT ANALYSIS 
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first floor - commericial use

Because mid-rise housing is not as inherently private as the classical single 
family suburban home, a variety of spatial conditions are required to buffer 

the transition from the public outdoors to the privacy of a home. This diagram 
shows the slow gradient from public to private, which was determined by the 

number of thresholds one had to cross before entering a space.  

FITCITY:SA | PUBLIC - PRIVATE GRADIENT

gated threshold
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indoor public

semi-public
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private                     public

sixth floor - units + rooftop terracefourth floor - unit types + restaurant corners
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Western facade - private gardencourtyard - sculptural placemaker shared workspace - student unit

placemakers

FITCITY:SA | SCULPTURAL PLACEMAKERS
Each of the four FITCITY housing blocks designated for the San 
Antonio Arts District  is marked by its distinct sculpural element 
that acts as a billboard for the micro-community as well as a 
place-making identity for each housing block. While FITCITY:-
SA  can serve as an evergrowing district with the resources that 
such a regulating body allows, each housing block can find its 
own identity and community pride in the experiential sculpture 
that punctuates its urban presence.

Family unit - living space
Each housing block has three different unit types to promote mixing between established 
SSA students, undergrads and local San Antonio families, with cooperative kitchen and living 
space that can be shared or private depending on group size. In this way, the high turnover 
rate of student renters works in our favor – FITCITY will keep churning out educated young 
men and women accustomed to active lifestyles, who are four times as likely to raise children 
with the same health values. 

DETAILS + RENDERINGS 



Together, we can build a healthier Texas.


